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1. I am Kamran Asghari-Kamrani, one of the inventors listed in U.S. patent

Application, which is the subject of the present proceeding.

2. Bachelor of Computer Science — Specialization: Data Management and Database

Design, Technical University ofThe Hague, The Hague, Netherlands.

3- Director, CG! Federal. Senior level business and IT professional with over 18

years of experience in architeoting and leading complex enterprise-wide solutions for Fortune

1000 companies and the federal govcmment; an Expert in authorization and authentication, fraud

and identity theft prevention; Devoted much ofmy time to studying, and devising solutions for

these multifaceted problems; Knowledgeable in the computer Architecture Software and

Information Security area.

4. I am familiar with the specification and pending claiins of the present Application.

5. Ihave reviewed U.s. Patent Publication No. 2010/0100724 A1 by Kaiislci, Jr.

("Kaliski, Jrx”).

Nance Not Equivalent to SecureCode

6. One of skill in the authentication art would understand that an identifier is non

secret information such as a name or label that identifies an entity. And in the world of H

authentication an identifier is only used for identification of an entity and not for authentication

of the entity.

7. One of skill in the authentication art would understand that in Kaliski. Jr., a notice

is a session identifier. “The authentication server 730 returns the blinded result R to the client

715, along with a notice or other session identifier 772.” Kaliski. Jr., 1} [0111] (emphasis I

supplied).
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A cryptographic name is an arbitzrary number used to establish the uniqueness or

discreteness ofan operation. That is, an operation such as a data request is accompanied by a

notice in order to demonstrate that the request is not a repeat or replay of a previous request.

A session is a series of information exchanges between two communicating parties,

usually involving an initiation protocol and more than one message in each direction.

In Katisia‘, Jr. a nonce is used for identification of a user's session. In the client/server

world, a session refers to all the requests that a single client makes to a server. A session is

specific to each user and’ for each user a new session is created to track all the requests from that

user. Every user has a separate session and separate session identifier is associated with that

session.

8. One of skill in the authentication art would understand that the nonce in Kaliski,

Jr. is not equivalent to the SccureCodc of the present application. A notice is a session identifier

associated with a user's session, but a notice is not used for authentication ofa user, as is the

Secm‘eCode recited in the claims ofKamnmi.

9. One of skill in the authentication art would understand that the staterncn_t.“the

noncc corresponds to the recited dynamic Secureflode" is inaccurate. In Kaliski, Jr. the iveb

server receives the muse and hardened password from the client and authenticates the" user based

on successful decryption ofa digital signature associated with the hardened password. Kaliski,

Jr., W [OI 09] and [(3112]. The nonce is used by the web server to identify the user and the

hardened password used in the authentication process ofauthenticating the user. In Kamrani, a

dynamic code authenticates a user whereas in Kaliski, Jr. a notice is a session identifier.

Therefore the argument that “the notice corresponds to the recited dynamic code” is invalid.
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No Authenticatio Request Message

10. One ofskill in the authentication art would understand that in the system of

Kaliski, Jr. there is nothing equivalent to a Central Entity receiving an authentication request

message, as recited in the claims at issue. The Action equates the claimed authentication

request message to message 776 ofKaliski. Jr. But, message 7'76 that the authentication server

in FIG 7 ofKaliski, Jr. receives is NOT an authentication request message. Rather, message 776

indicates simply whether or not the authentication ofthe client by the web server was successful.

See Kaliskz‘, Jr. ‘MI [0109] through [0112]. This message 776 is a one way aclflmwledgernent

and expects no return, whereas the authrmtication request message as recited in the claims at

issue is a different type ofmessage than the cited acknowledgement as the claimed

authentication request should generate a response because it is a REQUEST as opposed to an

acknowledgement. Thus, the message in Kalisiu‘, Jr. cited by the Office Action at issue is not

equivalent to the claimed authentication request message in Kamrani. Thus, one of skill in the

authentication art would understand that the argument in the Office Action equating the claimed

authentication request message to the acknowledgement message 7'76 in Kaliski, Jr. isnot valid.

No Central Entity Authenticating User

11. One of skill in the authentication art would understand that there is nothing in

Kalislri, Jr. equivalent to a Central Entity authenticating the user as recited in the claims in issue.

The Office Action equates the Central Entity to the authentication server 730 in Kalislti, Jr. But,

the authentication server 730 in FIG 7 never authenticates the client. Rather, the web server 710

authenticates the client based on successful decryption of the client's digital signature associated

with the hardened password. See Kalislo“, Jr. 11 [0109] through [0112]. Moreover, the web
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server 710 ofKalisk-J, Jr. does not generate anything equivalent to the claimed SecureCede, as

recited in the claims at issue. Thus, neither the web server 710 nor the authentication server 730

ofKaIr'ski, Jr. performs the fimctions of the Central Entity recited in the claims.

12. One of skill in the authentication art would understand that in Kczliski, Jr. a user's

client application generates a hardened password (based on the blinded result R received from

the authentication server) and submits the generated hardened password to the web server and

not to the authentication server cited by the Office Action. In Kaliski. Jr. the client receives the

blinded result R along with a noncc fi'om the authentication server and generates the hardened

password at the client side for authentication to the web sewer. Kcliski, Jr., ‘ii [G111].

13. One of skill in the authentication art would understand that the argument in the Office

Action equating the claimed “authenticating by the Central—Entity the user during the transaction,

if the digital identity is valid” the authentication protocol inffalisii, Jr. is not valid. The

authentication server 730 does not authenticate the client; it is the web server that authenticates

the client. And, the web server 710 ofKalislci, Jr. also cannot be the claimed Central Entity

because the web saver does not generate anything equivalent to the cleimed SeeureCo_d_e. Thus,

there is 110 Central Entity authenticating the user in Kaliski, Jr.

Authentication Process Different

14. The web server ofKaIiski, Jr. stores the user's personal infonnation as encryption

secrets (See Kaliski, .fr., 1} [0I03]) and the encrypted secrets are stored such that their can be _
decrypted with a decryption lceyfhardened password. In Kaliski, Jr. a blind function evaluatieti

protocol is used by the client to drive a decryption key/hardened password fiom a blinded

R received fitnn the authentication server (See Kaliski, Jr.. 1] [U11I]), to decrypt the encrypted
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